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The spoken sound production of any language is regulated to a great extent by its prosodic 

rules (relative intensity or length of syllables, melodic contour, etc.). Similarly, the sung sound 

production of any language is regulated to a given extent by the rules of its musical and 

metrical traditions (rhythmic and melodic patterns, formal structure, etc.). However, as most 

songs are composed of words, we could hypothesize that they also follow to a certain extent the 

prosodic rules of speech, if they are to be understood. 

This communication will focus on one aspect of prosody, viz. accentuation. To evaluate the 

extent of coincidence between the accentuation structure of each production, I propose a 

methodology that allows us to describe the sound structure of a corpus of sung verse using four 

psycho-acoustical properties: pitch, intensity, duration and metre; and then, to analyse in which 

way (if any) the speech accentuation structure of that given language is reflected in those songs. 

The proposed analysis assumes that metrical prominence tends to reflect linguistic stress. A 

further assumption is made, namely that, no matter the speech prosodic system, relative pitch, 

intensity or duration can also reflect linguistic stress in sung verse. Even if this kind of physical 

or phenomenal accents may represent strong counter-evidence for a given metrical pattern, the 

expectation set by metre can still remain operative. 

To show how the proposed methodology works, Basque sung verse has been chosen as a case 

study. Systematic accounts of spoken sound structure of Basque (Euskara), especially 

accentuation, have been carried out during the last fifty years. But these have shown a great 

diversity of prosodic systems, only a few of which have been studied in relative depth. The 

situation in the study of sung sound production is even worse as nearly everything is yet to be 

done. This situation notwithstanding, some prominent Basque scholars (Mitxelena 1961; 

Amuriza 1997) have stated that the accentuation rules which apply to speech don’t appear to 

apply at all to sung verse, contrary to what we should expect to be the case. 

Now, any attempt to validate either hypothesis should be grounded on a thorough description 

and comparison of both sound systems, something we lack at the moment. Hence, the general 

methodology here presented has been developed trying to fill that gap and support the view 

that accentuation rules of spoken Basque are followed by Basque songs. 
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